reDEFINE, rePRIORITIZE, AND reENGAGE: finding humanity in a post-pandemic world

MOSAIC
A CONFERENCE ON INTERSECTIONALITY

2020

november 1 | 2:00 p.m. est
november 2 | 4:00 p.m. est
november 5 | 6:30 p.m. est
**Mission Statement**

The mission of the MOSAIC Conference is to provide a platform where individuals can engage in civil discourse on matters of identity. The organizing committee understands that individuals come to intersectionality from different vantage points and lived experiences. The committee hopes that all participants of the conference can learn and grow from these meaningful, but at times difficult, conversations.

**SCHEDULE**

**Introductory Plenary**
2:00 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
Mónica Ruiz | Casa San Jose, Executive Director

**Blockbuster Session**
4:15 p.m.

**Workshops**

- **Intersectionality in Fair Machine Learning: Where Are We and Where Should We Go from Here?**
  Hoda Heidari, Ph.D. (she, her) | Carnegie Mellon University, School of Computer Science
  Steven Wu, Ph.D. (he, him) | Carnegie Mellon University, School of Computer Science

- **Breakin' Binaries: Gender Disruption in the Virtual Age**
  kai huizenga (they, them) | Carnegie Mellon University, 4th Year Undergraduate
  Névé Monroe-Anderson (he, them) | Carnegie Mellon University, 2nd Year Undergraduate
  Ranjan Mahanth (they, he) | Carnegie Mellon University, 3rd Year Undergraduate

- **Intersectional Environmentalism: Protecting People and the Planet**
  Maegan Bogetti (she, her) | Carnegie Mellon University, 2nd Year Undergraduate
  Mónica Ruiz | Casa San Jose, Executive Director

**Using a Community Participatory Research Ethics Training to Address Power Dynamics in Community Partnered Research**
Erika Hager, M.P.H. (she, her) | University of Pittsburgh, Clinical and Translational Science Institute
Bee Schindler, L.M.S.W., Ed.D. Candidate (they, them, Bee) | University of Pittsburgh, Clinical and Translational Science Institute

**Embracing Entangled Histories of Music in our Teaching and Research**
Alexa Woloshyn (she, her, hers), Ph.D. | Carnegie Mellon University, School of Music
Chris Lynch (he, him, his), Ph.D. | Carnegie Mellon University, School of Music
Kristine Healt (she, her, hers) | Carnegie Mellon University, University Libraries

**Bringing Together Internal Restoration and External Reparation**
Mengchun Chiang, Ph.D. (she, her) | Carnegie Mellon University, Counseling and Psychological Services
Darcene Bocma, Ph.D. (she, her) | Carnegie Mellon University, Counseling and Psychological Services
Sara E. Mark, M.S., L.P.C. (she, her) | Carnegie Mellon University, Counseling and Psychological Services
Shubhara Bhattacharjee, Psy.D. (she, her) | Carnegie Mellon University, Counseling and Psychological Services
Kym Jordan Simmons, Ph.D. (she, her) | Carnegie Mellon University, Counseling and Psychological Services

**Social and Q + A**
7:30 p.m.

**Visit our website for the full details of our conference schedule.**